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Introduction
From the Heart

In the following pages you are about to meet some of the most 
courageous women in America. They are women who are in 
various stages of sexual addiction recovery. Sex addiction has 
led them down a trail of endless, anonymous encounters and 
affairs destroying themselves and their families.

A female sex addict often has a secret sexual life, with herself or 
with others. She uses sex to medicate past pains such as abuse or 
neglect. She may also use sex to cope with her present life-style. 
Either way she begins to spiral down where the "fix" becomes 
more important to her than the people she truly loves.
 
Addiction has been a part of American culture for a very long 
time. Since 1930, we as a culture looked at alcoholism as an 
addiction and it was often addressed as a "man's disease." Then 
Betty Ford broke the gender stereotype of this disease. In the 
1980s we started identifying and treating sexual addiction. 
This too, until recently had been addressed by our culture as a 
"male" problem. The women you are about to meet shatter that 
paradigm. Sexual addiction is not only cross-cultural it crosses 
gender lines as well.  

Allow me tell you about the women who participated in our 
survey and shared their stories to further the understanding 
of sexual addiction. They are not crack cocaine junkies selling 
themselves for sex. Rather these are doctor's wives, attorneys, 
florists, sales people, stay-at-home moms and even church  
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attendees. The woman addicted to sex can be almost any 
woman. She lives a secret, double life and only she knows the 
pain that is involved. This book is designed to help her with 
the pain of her secret.  

The twenty-four women participating in our study share their 
secrets in hope of helping others get free from their own secrets. 
The following statistics will help you identify who these women 
are that have contributed to our study on female sex addicts. 
Fifty-six percent of the women respondents  were married, 
22% were divorced and 22% were single. Fifty-eight percent are 
full-time employees, 29% stay-at-home mothers and 16% were 
business owners. If she has children, she has an average of two 
children. Fifty-eight percent are mothers. They also  reported 
that as an average they felt they have been addicted to sex for 
21 years. Many have been abused throughout their lives and 
will give you their true stories on the following pages right from 
their heart. It is all of our hopes that you will be encouraged 
enough through this book to begin to heal from any secrets in 
your life.    
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1 Secret Fantasy

Sexual addiction entangles the lives of many women who 
have secrets. In the chapters ahead of you, numerous men will 
share, from their hearts, diverse sexual secrets that have greatly 
affected many aspects of their lives. Each of their stories will 
vary from woman to woman so every chapter will open another 
door where secrets have lurked. These secrets have been gath-
ered and shared so that others can better understand sexual 
addiction firsthand, along with the dire need for recovery. 
The secrets now shared in this first chapter will be that of the 
secret of fantasy. 

I tend to fantasize during masturbation. I understand that when men 
fantasize, they can visualize a specific woman, her specific features, 
etc. But with me, my fantasies never include a specific person. I find 
myself longing intensely for the sex act and the physical parts which 
a man provides for that. Any man will do. I don’t care whose face is 
attached at the other end of the body. I usually am imagining that I 
am doing the sex act with my husband. Of course, since I have never 
had a husband, this means I am still hoping for a future husband.   

--Abby
  

I find I tend to fantasize more when I’m in emotional pain or want 
to avoid a difficult situation.  

--Constance
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Fantasy is one of the biggest parts of my addiction and this is the area where 
I struggle most in my sobriety. This is definitely harder to get sobriety from 
than acting out. I began fantasizing from the time I started masturbating.  

--Debra  
I have used persistent abusive fantasies to begin to reconstruct 
a picture of what happened to me as a child. It has only been 
in the last few months—after about six years of recovery—that I 
have begun to see masturbation as something harmful to me. 

--Evelyn                            
Fantasy is a big problem in my addiction. I have always thought of 
people other than the person I am with sexually at the time. I started 
getting physically attracted to boys and started thinking of them when 
I masturbated. That was my first encounter with fantasy. I have a 
very difficult time getting aroused since then without fantasy. My 
sexual world revolves around who I have seen in a movie that day or 
even in real life. 

I can now see how having a healthy fantasy world, about the person 
one is dating at the time, can be very exciting. I believe fantasizing 
about others (if one is in a monogamous relationship) is very harmful 
to one's self and the relationship. (I feel it is one of the building blocks 
to cheating.) 

In my recovery, I am trying to reprogram my thought process to more real 
life-like fantasy about my husband. I am re-training my brain to see the 
other people as damaging and my husband as exciting. (He really is too).  

--Julie  
Fantasy affected me in only a few ways and it usually stemmed from 
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one or more guys promising me the world  and telling me everything I  
wanted to hear.        

--Laura
  

Fantasy has played a huge role in my addiction. At age 11, I started 
my menstrual cycle. My mother never spoke to  me about the changes 
that would occur in me. She might have tried, but in any case, I had 
feelings I did not know what to do with.    

Since I had already come in contact with pornography and adult nov-
els, I was able to take in the pictures and the words to feed my sexual 
fantasies. I mentally had sex for years before acting out physically. The 
first time I had sex was when I was 14 with a boy the same age. It 
didn't even come close to what I had in my mind.

As the addiction progressed in my life, I began living out my fantasies. 
The only sexual satisfaction I have ever had was when I had sex with 
other sex addicts or in illicit relationships. I think what triggered the 
enticement to illicit relationships was adult novels of deceit and soap 
operas. It first started in a two-year relationship I had when I was 
19. He was of a different race so my parents forbid me to see him. I 
lied every time I left the house about where I was going and whom 
I was going to be with. I learned to keep my relationship with my 
boyfriend separate from my relationship with my family. Two years 
later my parents caught me in an enormous lie. They told me if he 
meant that much to me that they would no longer forbid me to see 
him. I broke up with him 3 weeks later. This pattern progressed over 
the years into my adult life. I would maintain a “committed” relation-
ship and act out sexually with others. I never imagined that I would 
continue this behavior into my first marriage. I did, and it destroyed it.  

--Tina
  

Fantasy is something I have always struggled with. Looking back, I am 
not sure I ever approached life in any other frame of mind. I was sure 
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